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STRANGENESS IN NUCLEI

Carl B. Dover
Brookhaven National Laboratory*

Upton, New York, USA 11973

ABSTRACT

We review some of the motivations for the study of strange particle nuclear
physics. A status report on recent progress in the spectroscopy of A and 2
hypernuclei is provided, as well as a discussion of future prospects for the
study of 5 = — 1 and —2 systems. The importance of the nuclear physics
program at future high intensity hadron facilities is emphasized.

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Although the field of strange particle nuclear physics is 35 years old, our know-
ledge of hypernuclear spectroscopy is still rather fragmentary. Properties like magnetic
moments, B(E2) values, etc., remain unmeasured. The available information on ground
state binding energies as a function of mass number A, as well as the limited data on
excited states and a few energy splittings which have been obtained from {K~, ir~ 7)
coincidence measurements, have been used to obtain constraints on the A-nucleon effective
interaction. However, the spin-spin, spin-orbit and tensor components of the A.N inter-
action are still not uniquely determined, although they all appear to be small. Ultimately,
one would like to compare the phenomenological AiV, SiV and NN interactions in detail,
to see which remnants of SU(3) symmetry survive, and to shed light on the role of strange
quarks in strong interactions.

One could also regard the A as an "impurity" in the many-body system, and ask
how it changes the properties of the nuclear core. For instance, the A changes the r.m.s.
radius of the core, by an amount which depends on the balance between attractive A.N
two-body and repulsive A.NN three-body forces. The A would couple to rotational or
vibrational modes of the core, and modify its moment of inertia or phonon energy. The
core polarization induced by the A would alter the quadrupole moment. Similarly, the
presence of the A changes the isoscalar magnetic transitions of the core. This entire class of
questions cannot be addressed with the currently available kaon beams. A high intensity
hadron facility is required.

The available information on S = —2 systems is very sparse. There are many
fascinating questions here: Do stable S = —2 dibaryons exist? What is the decay width
of a S embedded in the nucleus? What are the dynamical symmetries of AA hypernuclear
states? A first quantitative glimpse into this field will be provided by the new 2 GeVfc K~
beam line at the Brookhaven AGS.

*This work has been supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under contract
no. DE-AC02-76CH00016.



The ground states of hypernuclei provide a unique laboratory for the study of the
four fermion weak process A7V —»• NN. This reaction, which is the AS = 1 analog of
AS = 0 parity-violating NN scattering, offers a test of the Standard Model. The existing
data, which have large error bars, suggest that the reaction An -+ nn is stronger than
Ap —> np. This poses a substantial problem for meson exchange models.

2. RECENT RESULTS ON A HYPERNUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

The energy levels of a A bound in heavy nuclei (A < 89) have recently been mea-
sured in the (jr+, K+) reaction1. The excitation spectrum displays well defined peaks
which can be identified with the SJL, P&., Â> e*c- single particle states of the A. The
observed A dependence of the level splittings offers significant new information which
serves to constrain the strength and geometry of the A-nucleus mean field. The data
have been analyzed2'3 in the context of the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock approximation, first
investigated for hypernuclei by Rayet4. Here, the A-nucleus interaction is parametrized
as an energy-dependent local potential V {r,E) given by

U (r) = top (r) + jtzp
2 (r) + \{h+12) T (r) (1)

(r) 2mA ' 4 V 1 ' " v '

where T (r) = 3/5 (3TT2 /2)2 / 3 p5/3 (r), mA is the A mass in free space, ml (r) is the effective
mass, and p (r) is the nuclear density.

The model contains three parameters: <o> h + h, and t$. A good fit to all the data
on A binding energies, including results from earlier emulsion and (K~, n~) studies, is
provided by the choice2

«0 = -403MeVfm3

tx+t2= 103MeVfm5 (2)

tz= 3395MeVfm6 .

This implies a well depth D\ and effective mass given by

£>A = V (r = 0, E = 0) « 27.5 - 28MeV , A^ ~ ' « 0.8 . (3)

In Eq. (1), the term linear in p(r) arises from convoluting the density-independent part
of the AN interaction with the point nucleon density. Note that to po « 67 MeV, where
Po * lfe fm~3 is the typical central nuclear density. This is close to the well depth
estimated in first order (for a review, see Ref. 5). The lack of agreement between to po and



is referred to as the "overbinding problem." The p2 term in Eq. (1) may arise from the
density dependence of the A.N interaction6, repulsive three-body AiViV forces7, or effects
due to quark rearrangement8. The energy dependent term in Eq. (1) serves to spread out
the energy levels somewhat, permitting a simultaneous description of both light (l$p)
and heavy (S%Y) hypernuclei. The tz p2 (r) term is used to adjust the effective radius of
the well. If one retains contact with realistic densities p (r) [as opposed to Woods-Saxon
forms not constrained by a fit to electron scattering], the A levels cannot be fit with a
form *o P (r) alone.

The A provides an excellent example of single particle structure in a many-body
system. With increasing excitation energy, single particle strength becomes fragmented
in ordinary nuclei, whereas even deeply bound A states retain a sharply peaked structure.
The A behaves as a distinguishable hadron in the nuclear medium. It will be difficult to
disentangle effects of the quark substructure of the A from the observed level schemes (as it
is for nuclei!). Pauli pressure8'9 due to quark antisymmetrization gives rise to p2 (r) terms
in the A potential, but density dependent modifications of the two-body interaction and
three-body forces mediated by long range (nonperturbative) pion exchange have the same
effect. The notion of partial deconfinement of strange quarks in the nucleus is intriguing,
but such signatures of the quark degrees of freedom cannot be isolated on the basis of the
binding energy data alone.

3. S HYPERNUCLEI

The first indication of narrow structure in the excitation spectrum of ^Be was
obtained10 at CERN. Later, narrow S states in the continuum were also reported in ^H
(Ref. 11), *|C and ^Be (Refs. 12, 13), and X|C (Ref. 14). However, in more recent mea-
surements of 12C (K~, n+) *jBe at rest15'16 and 16O (K~, iz+) X|C at 713MeVyfc (Ref. 11),
there were no indications of narrow structures. The existence of long-lived states in the
£ continuum remains a controversial issue.

Recently, a peak in the S bound state region has been seen in the 4He (K~, TT~)
reaction17 at rest, corresponding to a mass difference M (jr;He) — M (4He) = 267.7 MeV,
with a width of about 5 MeV. With respect to the E + threshold, the binding energy
is BE « 3.2 MeV. More experimental details are given in the talk of H. Outa18 at this
conference. A peak at the same mass was reported earlier by Roosen et ai19 in the exclusive
channel K~ + 4He —>• A.TT~ pd at rest.

Is this peak the first example of the ground state of a £ hypernucleus? This is
certainly the most intriguing possibility. The mass and width are consistent with 3H +
E + , 3He + S° coupled channel calculations by Harada et aJ20, reported by Akaishi21 at
this conference. In this model, the effective SiV interaction has a short range repulsive



part which shows up at small distances in the corresponding 2-nucleus potential Vj; (r)
as a repulsion, i.e.,

, (4)

where VQ (r) > 0 for small r, and the Lane term V\ (r) gives attraction for isospin T =
V2 (-T = £,£ + 2"co«). leading to a ^He bound state. For T = 3/2, there is no bound state.
Because of the repulsion for small r, the 2 wave function is pushed out of the center of
the nucleus, and the UN —*• AN conversion width is reduced. An essential feature of this
result is that the 2-nucleus potential is not linear in the density p{r). We can roughly
parametrize the results of Harada et ai20 for 2 + (A = 3) as

VS (/ = V2) « ~82p (r) /po + 97 (p (r) /p0)
2 (5)

hi MeV, where p(r) is a Gaussian form with < r2 >l'2= 1.87 fm. The nonlinear density
dependence is seen to be very strong. If this is correct, there may also be observable 2
ground states in heavier systems. However, the method should be checked by computing
the A-nucIeus potential, and comparing with the phenomenologically determined potential
of Eqs. (l) and (2). If the nonlinear terms in p(r) are too strong, one will not reproduce
the level spacings in heavy A hypernuclei.

Another explanation for the peak in the n~ spectrum of the 4He (K~, TT~) reaction
may be provided by final state interactions, as argued by Roosen et a/19. In principle, one
could distinguish this mechanism from true ground state formation on the basis of line
shape. However, this is difficult to do using the data of Hayano et ai17, due to the large
S quasifree production.

More (K~, TT*) experiments are needed, both at rest and in flight, in order to
resolve the question of whether narrow S-hypernuclear ground states exist. An intense
low momentum (< 500Me^c) K~ beam would be invaluable in this quest. Such a beam
could be produced at the Brookhaven Booster/Stretcher complex or a future hadron
facility of even higher intensity.

4. HYPERNUCLEAR PRODUCTION WITH REAL AND VIRTUAL PHOTONS

The (TT+, JFT+) associated production reaction is highly selective22'23: it populates
high-spin, natural parity states. The photoproduction reactions (7, K+) and (e, e'i!f+)
have similar kinematics, but generally favor spin-flip transitions to unnatural parity con-
figurations. An excellent recent review has been given by Cohen24.

In certain cases, the (-7, K+) cross sections are comparable for the two components
of the hypernuclear ground state doublet. An example is the (sf^Pi'A) 1~J 2~ doublet
excited in the 12C (7, K+) ^B* reaction. At E^ = 2 GeV, we have24 da/dd w 0.1 /zb/sr
for both the 1~ and 2~ states at 0°, decreasing rapidly to about 0.01/xb/sr at 10°. The



splitting of these states is due to the small spin-dependent components of the A.N inter-
actions, and is predicted to be of order 100 keV. The spin splittings are generally small
throughout the p-shell25, so their direct measurement in (7, K+) requires a high resolu-
tion spectrometer. Another possibility is to look for hypernuclear 7 rays from A^-* decay,
in coincidence with the formation reaction A (e, e1 K+) A-^*- The Ml 7's connecting the
members of the ground state doublet are particularly interesting. These would be diffi-
cult experiments requiring a large acceptance 7 detector. One could also look for weak
decays of hypernuclei produced in («, e' K+). The photoproduction of hypernuclei is a
process which is complementary to (v+, K+) and (K~, K~), in providing access to the
spin flip part of the hypernuclear spectrum. It deserves a high priority for future CEBAF
experiments.

5. STRANGE DIBARYONS

Several reviews are available on the theoretical motivations26 and the experimental
plans27 for 5 = —1 and —2 dibaryon searches, so we will be brief. At Brookhaven, spin-
triplet dibaryons Dt have been searched for in the d(K~, n~)Dt reaction28. In addition
to the well-known cusp phenomenon at the SiV threshold (3Si Ap wave), there is evidence
for a second structure which emerges as the momentum transfer (#*•) increases. It remains
unclear whether this is a narrow peak or simply a broadening arising as an effect of Ap
final state interactions in the p-wave. Such structures (both Dt and the spin-singlet Da)
have also been looked for with the pp -+ K+ Dt)t reaction at SATURNE29'30. The cusp
effect is clearly seen, but there is no statistically significant evidence for an additional
narrow Ds or Dt. The 3He(Hf"~, ir+)Dt n reaction31 will be studied in the near future at
the Brookhaven AGS.

For S = —2, the emphasis is on the search for the stable J* {I) = 0+ (0) H dibaryon
proposed by Jaffe32. A hybrid emulsion experiment searching for the H has been described
at this conference by Imai33. Two experiments are under development27 at Brookhaven.
The first produces a tagged H~ via the p(K~, JC+)H~ reaction, slows down and captures
the S~ in deuterium, and then looks for a monoenergetic neutron from the reaction E~ d —*
Hn. The second experiment will study the 3He(K~, K+)Hn process. Branching ratios
and cross sections for these reactions have been estimated by Aerts and Dover34.

It has recently been proposed26'35 that relativistic heavy ion collisions at AGS
energies and above would be a copious source of H dibaryons. The H can be produced
by baryon-baryon fusion in a hot hadron gas (or, with enhanced probability, in a quark-
gluon plasma). One expects35 of order 2 - 4 x 10~2 H's per central 28Si + 197Au collision
at 14.5 GeV/A. In the high multiplicity environment of a relativistic heavy ion collision,
one must detect the H directly. If one accepts the microscopic quark model calculations
of Donoghue et ai36, the weak decay lifetime of the H exceeds 10~9 sec. Since the H
is produced with a large lab momentum (~ 4 GeV̂ c) in a relativistic collision, it travels



typical distances of 1.5 m before decaying. Several detection schemes are feasible: i) look
for S~p "vee's" from H decay; ii) study dissociation of the H via the Hp —• AAp reaction.
The signature would be a five-prong event 3p27T~; iii) search for nuclear fragments of
anomalous charge/mass ratio QjM. For instance, a bound Hd system would have 0.11 <
Q/M < 0.125, a region not populated by nonstrange nuclear species, even neutron-rich
isotopes like 8He.

The search for the H remains one of the most exciting aspects of strange particle
nuclear physics. The next generation of experiments is eagerly awaited!

6. S < - 2 HYPERNUCLEI

The existing data on S = —2 hypernudei is very sparse. There are two AA hypernu-
clear events known37 and several others which have been interpreted38 as S-hypernuclei.
The 2 Ge\̂ c K~ beam line under construction at Brookhaven will provide access to this
uncharted domain. The (K~, K+) or (K~, K°) reactions can be used to produce 5 -
hypernuclei in a single-step process. The momentum transfer q is sizable, and hence high
spin states are populated38. Typical differential cross sections at 0° are in the 0.1 — 1/zb/sr
range at 2 GeV ĉ, easily accessible with the expected K~ beam intensities of ~ 107/sec.
The central question is whether the width from EN —* AA conversion becomes too large
for the S single particle states to be observed. Model calculations38 suggest that widths
of order 5 MeV might be expected for S ground states.

The two-step reaction chains Kn -* JTA, irN -* Kk or KN ~* Ka, aN -* AA may
be used to produce AA hypernuclei. For the former, cross sections of order 1 — 10 nb/sr
have been estimated39 for the high spin states reached in the 16O(if~, K+) fflZ reaction
at 1.1 GeV ĉ In order to measure such small cross sections in a reasonable running time,
the full intensity of a "kaon factory" is needed.

Other ways of glimpsing the spectroscopy of AA hypernuclei also deserve attention.
For instance, in contrast to the (K~, K+) reaction of high q, the E~ atom can produce the
ground state of a AA hypernucleus as a decay product. A proposal of M. May40 is to detect
the monoenergetic neutron from the reaction 5~ + 6Li -* ^ H e •+• n. There will also be
a small branching ratio for double hypernuclear production in p-nucleus annihilation, for
example, p7Li -»A^He + K°K°. A reaction of this type41'42, namely p + 3He -> H K°K+,
will be studied at LEAR in an effort to find the H dibaryon. Finally, we remark that
AA hypernuclei may be produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions. Calculations43 based
on the coalescence model give very small production rates at BEVALAC energies, but
the situation is certainly more favorable at AGS or CERN energies. Detection of these
objects may pose a problem, however, due to the high multiplicity of pions produced in
the collision.

The physics of S < — 3 systems is very interesting from the theoretical point of
view, but it is difficult to produce multistrange bound states; most of the cross section



will go into quasifree production. The K p —*• K+K°Vl reaction is a possibility, and
"strangelet" production44 from the quark-gluon plasma is another more fanciful one.

7. FINAL REMARKS

We have touched on some of the areas of strange particle nuclear physics which are
under active investigation or which would be accessible with the advent of higher inten-
sity kaon beams. The Booster upgrade at the Brookhaven AGS, together with the new
high momentum K~ beam line also under construction, will provide a first quantitative
glimpse of the physics of S = — 2 systems. The new superconducting spectrometers45

being developed at KEK should permit important new advances in the study of S — — 1
hypernuclei via the {K~, JT*) and (ir+, K+) reactions. Full exploitation of the upgraded
facilities at KEK at Brookhaven is an important priority of the field. These facilities
will enable us to emerge from the era of coarse resolution hypernuclear structure studies,
by permitting a variety of coincidence measurements with sensible counting rates. Ulti-
mately, the existence of a "kaon factory," with much higher intensities for secondary and
tertiary beams, offers the possibility of further qualitative advances, both in elementary
particle and nuclear physics. The fundamental importance of studies of strange particle
interactions with many-body systems should be emphasized, as an integral part of the
program at a "kaon factory."
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